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2008 KTM Core Gear by Thor
KTM’s Core Gear has a new, exciting color scheme 
and is designed specifically for riders who settle for 
nothing less than top quality. Worn by nearly all elite 
KTM Factory Hard Equipment off-road riders. Protec-
tive elbow and knee panels. Perforated inner liner 
for knee braces. Superior ventilation for increased 
airflow. Sublimated, colorfast, non-fading graphics. 
Made exclusively for KTM by Thor.  
2008 KTM Core Gloves by Thor
Code: U6908070-4 Size: S-XXL Price: $34.99
2008 KTM Core Jersey by Thor
Code: U6908000-4 Size: S-XXL Price: $54.99
2008 KTM Core Pants by Thor
Code: U6908025-31 Size: 28-38 Price: $154.99

2008 KTM Phase Gear by Thor
A proven favorite of KTM riders, the Phase Gear is a solid 
blend of fit and performance. Flexibility, durability and 
airflow are optimal. Eye-catching graphics are sublimated, 
so they’ll never fade. 
Made exclusively for KTM by Thor.     

2008 KTM Phase Gloves by Thor
Code: U6908075-9 Size: S-XXL Price: $24.99
2008 KTM Phase Jersey by Thor 
Code: U6908005-9 Size: S-XXL Price: $49.99
2008 KTM Phase Pants by Thor
Code: U6908035-41 Size: 28-40 Price: $99.99

2008 Youth KTM Phase Gloves by Thor
Code: U6908080-3 Size: XS-L Price: $22.99
2008 Youth KTM Phase Jersey by Thor
Code: U6908015-7 Size: S-L Price: $32.99
2008 Youth KTM Phase Pants by Thor
Code: U6908055-59 Size: 18-26 Price: $74.99
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2008 Moose Monarch Pass Gear
Defend yourself against the elements. When cold sleet 
and rain are pummeling you at 50+ miles an hour, the only 
thing that will keep you dry and warm is your outerwear. 
Monarch Pass provides the utmost in water and wind 
protection. No other outerwear offers the elite performance 
of eVent fabric. The redesigned Monarch Pass gear is 
unsurpassed at keeping you dry from the inside out. 

2008 Moose Monarch Pass Gloves
Code: 3330103 Size: XS - XXXL Price: $34.95
2008 Moose Monarch Pass Waterproof Jacket
Code: 2920016 Size: XS-XXXL Price: $299.95
2008 Moose Monarch Pass Waterproof Pants
Code: 290112 Size: 30”-48” Price: $199.95

2008 Moose Expedition Gear
Harsh weather? Not a factor. The Expedition Gear is 
chock-full of every essential element to shield your body 
from whatever Mother Nature might have in store. One of 
the most versatile and comfortable outerwear on the mar-
ket, Expedition gear is the ideal gear for dual-sport riding. 

2008 Moose Expidition Jacket 
Code: 292001 Size: S-XXXL Price: $159.95
2008 Moose Expedition Pants
Code: 290113 Size: 30”-50” Price: $99.95
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2008 KTM Adventure EVO Jacket
Wind and waterproof, breathable touring jacket made of Cordura 
600D with Dynax reinforcements in critical areas. SAS-Tec 
protectors and visco-elastic foam in large back-protector pocket. 
Two waterproof chest pockets and additional inside pockets. 
Adjustable comfort collar and adjustable sleeves that feature a 
zipper and velcro strap. Wind and waterproof closure, ventilation 
zips on the front and rear. Suitable for summer with remov-
able thermo lining and removable wind and waterproof Z-liner 
membrane.

Code: U6908115-9  Size: S-XXL Price: $379.99

2008 KTM PegScratch Riding Jacket
Stylish onroad jacket made of 100% abrasionresistant nylon with 
hard shell protection on the shoulders and SAS-Tec protectors in the 
shoulders, elbows and back. Outer jacket has a mesh lining with two 
pockets inside, two in front and two more in the waist area. There is 
a wind and waterproof liner along with a removable thermo lining to 
keep you warm and dry. The ventilation zippers on the front, back and 
arms will keep you cool. Other features include textile stretch areas on 
back and arms, reflective stripes on the back and a comfort collar.

Code: U6907101-4 Size: M-XXL Price: $279.99

2008 KTM Street EVO Jacket
Body-fit street jacket made of 100% Dynax and 100% original 
Cordura. Waterproof, windproof, breathable due to PU-membrane. 
Removable, padded, 100% polyestermesh lining allows for a 
cooler summer ride. Ventilation zippers in the front and rear. Com-
fort collar, SAS-Tec CE 3D protectors on shoulders and elbows, 
hardcover protectors on shoulders and inner and outer pockets.

Code: U6908111-4  Size: M-XXL Price: $249.99

2008 KTM Vented Street Jacket
Suitable for Summer, this vented street jacket is made of 500 
denier polyester with large mesh zones in front and rear. Features 
include comfort collar SAS-Tec CE 3D shoulder, elbow and back 
protection zippered pockets inside and out waist and arm adjust-
ment and reflective strips.

Code: 3B71133-6 Size: M-XXL Price: $199.99
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HJC CL-X5N Kane Helmet   
3rd-Generation “ACS” Advanced Channeling Ventilation 
System: Full front to back airflow flushes heat and humidity 
up and out. AquaTrans Moisture-wicking Interior: Comfort-
able, removable and washable. Large Eye Port and Maximum 
Range Adjustable Visor: For maximum visibility and superior 
goggle fit. SNELL/DOT Approved  
 
Youth: 258972-4 Size: S-L Price: $79.99
Adult: 706970-7  Size: XXS-XXXL Price: $129.99

2008 KTM Racing Pro Helmet
Off-road helmet with optimized shock absorption. Double 
external ACS (Advanced Composite Shell) composed of 
Kevlar, Dynema, and Spectra fibers. Advanced channelling 
ventilation system reduces heat and moisture. Removable, 
sweat-proof and antibacterial DuPont CoolMax Interior. 
Removable cheek pads. Large eyeport and wide range visor 
design for maximum visibility. SNELL and DOT approved.

Code: U6908100-5 Size: XS-XXL Price: $249.99

KTM Goggles by Dragon
These high quality goggles feature lightweight carbonbased 
lenses that are optically true and will block just about anything 
you throw at them. Dragon nylon frames are forged from the 
highest grade polymer materials and provide the perfect bal-
ance in strength and flexibility. The exclusive KTM strap offers 
you the best in comfort and control. 

Adult Code: U6955013 Color: Orange, Black Price: $36.99
Youth Code: U6955015 Color: Orange, Black Price: $36.99

KTM Tread Racing Goggles
These goggles use the same technology as the Racing 
Goggles, but they also feature a KTM/Tread imprint 
design on the frame. 

Code: U6907080 Price: $49.99
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Renthal Fatbar 608 KTM Orange
Made for and distributed exlusively through KTM Hard 
Equipment. Only available in the KTM OEM 608 bend

Code: U6951392 Price: $83.99

Renthal TwinWall Handlebars 
Orange KTM 603 
Made for and distributed exlusively through KTM 
Hard Equipment. Only available in 603 bend
 
Code: U6951393 Price: $135.99

KTM 2K Dual Compound Grip Set
 KTM 2K ( 2k= 2 compound )Grips combine the durabil-
ity of KTM Firm Compound Grips with the feel and ab-
sorption qualities of the KTM range of softer compound 
grips. Harder orange compound is used for the flange, 
inner sleeve and outer-end of the grip for maximum 
durability, where as softer black compounds are used for 
the outer diameter of the grip, which is in direct contact 
with the palm, fingers and thumb. 

Code: 63002021000 Price: $19.99

Renthal Kevlar Reinforced 
Dual Compound Grips
Softest, tackiest and longest-lasting Renthal grips ever
These grips feature Kevlar-reinforced fibers in a soft, dual-
compound thermo-plastic elastomer, and last three times longer 
than regular soft grips.Used and endorsed by Mike Alessi, 
Nathan Ramsey and Ryan Hughes. Half-waffle design, and
available in standard and tapered style

Code: 06300265 Price: $19.95
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KTM Evolution Aluminum Handguards 
by Enduro Engineering
This handguard is used and preferred by our factory offroad 
team. When combined with the easy route mounts, and the 
KTM deflectors, this handguard offers a superior fit and great 
protection.
 
Code: U6907893 Price: $24.99

ProBend Aluminum Handguards by Cycra 
Our competition tested Pro Bend Aluminum Handguard sets are essential 
for off-road riders. Main frames are constructed of lightweight, rugged 
aircraft aluminum and they attach securely to the handlebars with CNC 
machined mounting hardware. 

Magura Bars: U6951406 Price: $89.99
Renthal Bars: U6951375
Standard Bars: U6951381

Moose Replacement Clutch/Brake Levers 
An affordable replacement to OEM KTM Levers.  Available in a 
variety of styles and applications to fit your KTM.

Brembo Clutch: 06130192  Price: $19.95
Magura Clutch: M5595027 Price: $19.95
Brake 05-08: 06140066 Price: $8.95
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KTM Easy Route Handguard Clamps 
These clamps allow you to mount the KTM Aluminum Handguards with-
out interfering with your cables and lines. These clamps are designed 
to fit perfectly on the bars, and will provide excellent stability no matter 
what conditions you encounter. 
Magura Bars: U6907894 Price: $42.99
Renthal Bars: U6907895 Price: $42.99

KTM Handguard Deflectors
The deflector with the perfect profile. Made to be used with 
the KTM handguards, these deflectors provide superior 
protection without interfering with your levers. Used by our 
factory teams.

Orange Code: U6907897 Price: $24.99
Black Code: U6907896 Price: $24.99



GPR V2 Steering Stabilizer
This race-proven, fully adjustable stabilizer mounts underneath your handle-
bars. Offers an added level of control and comfort, particularly when the 
speeds increase and the track becomes more technically challenging. GPR 
Stabilizers come with everything you need for installation, including a dust 
cover and steering stem adaptor.
2008 Machined Clamps: U6951093 Price: $449.99
04-07 Cast Clamps: U6951003

GPR V3 Steering Stabilizer
The GPR V3 is back! This stabilizer mount helps keep you in control, even in the rough 
stuff. The V3 mounts to your tripleclamps, and the new on-the-fly adjustment wheel 
mounts to your bar. Use the wheel to control the amount of resistance you need without 
taking your hand off the bar. Off-road riders love this item! 
2008 Machined Clamps: U6951094  Price: $549.99  
04-07 Cast Clamps: U6951095                                                                        

GPR V4 Stabilizer (Black) KTM 2008

This design is the evolution of the GPRV3 without the remote 
adjustment and hoses. Racers wanted that slim under-bar mount, 
but did not need to have the remote adjustment, or hoses. The 
adjustment dial was moved to the left side and is easy to use but as 
small as possible. All machined from billet stock, anodized and laser 
engraved. An instant hit with the pro off-road racers. Smaller, lighter, 
faster. 

Code:  GPRV408 Price: $474.99

Scotts Triple Clamp/Damper Kit 
950 Adventure/SuperEnduro
The 950 kit includes a billet Scotts triple clamp, Sub mount Stabi-
lizer, handlebar mounts locating the bars 5mm higher and 21mm 
forward from stock. This same kit is used by the factory KTMs in 
the Dakar Rallye and endorsed by Scot Harden and Jimmy Lewis, 
both multiple time Dakar riders.

Adventure Code: STCK950  Price: $699.95
SuperEnduro Code: STCK950SE
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Enduro Engineering Soft Seats
Comfortable KTM Seat. These words have never belonged 
in the same sentence. Until now! EE’s new Soft Seats are 
currently in stock for 2004-07 and 2008 KTMs. Choose from 
Soft, Super Soft, Tall Soft and now new Standard Replace-
ment and Tall Firm. These new complete seats are designed & 
manufactured right here in the USA. 

Code: 75208  Price: $129.95

KTM Factory Frame Guards 2008
These frame guards protect your frame from damage caused but 
constant rubbing from you boots. Thermal insulated heat shield 
ads protection agains those hot headpipes. The best way to keep 
your frame, and gear looking new! 

Code: 77303094100  Price: $22.99

Aluminum Skid Plates 2008 KTM 
High strength aluminium skid plates are now available for 
all new 2008 KTM models. Designed by factory engineers 
for perfect fit and function. Also available in Poly-Resin or 
Carbon Fiber.  
450/530 EXC-R: 78003090000 Price: $149.99
250 XCF/XCFW: 77003090300 Price: $149.99
125/200 SX/XC: 50303090500 Price: $149.99

KTM Fuel Tank 13 or 23 Liter 2008
Whether it is for a trip to the far corners of the world or a long 
distance race, the oversize capacity, slim-line tank cuts down 
on refueling stops — a big time-saving advantage over long 
distances. Available in two sizes to match perfectly with your 
new KTM!

13L Code: 7800701313344 Price: $329.99
23L Code: 7800701323344 Price: $419.99
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2008 KTM EXC-R Headlight Kit
OEM headlight from the 2008 KTM 450/530 EXC-R models. DOT 
approved. Kit includes headlight, mask, and all hardware.

Code: 78014001044 Color: Orange, White, Black Price: $89.95

2008 KTM Taillight Kit
All Genuine OEM KTM Parts. Plugs directly into the OEM wiring 
harness. XC-F or SX-F models require the EXC rear fender 
7800801300004

Code: 78014040044  Price: $89.95

Trail Tech Trail Light (Orange) HID 55-90W
Custom orange Trail Light. Auto-adjust 55-90W to match vehicle 
power (90 watts = Full brightness) (55 watts: 60% brightness) Light 
dims as power drops. Beam pattern designed for techincal trail riding. 
Optimized for speeds less than 50 mph. Two 2" SCMR16 HID's and 
one 30 watt 4" SC4 HID integrated for powerful light output. Three 
individual switches, one for each light. Red adjust knob for easy aim-
ing. Mounts easily to motorcycle forks with hose clamps.

Code: 4833SSD30  Price: $439.95

Enduro Engineering Off-Road Lighting Kit XC-W
A simple lighting solution from EE for your 06-07 XC or XC-W. The lighting kits 
are all assembled and ready to bolt on in just minutes. Each kit comes with a 
headlight, tail light, wiring and the proper KTM fasteners to make installation easy. 
Keep the clean factory look on your bike with our sano kit. 
Fits:  2006-07 KTM 200/250/300/400/450/525 XC-W 
 2007 250/450/525 XC

Code: 30800  Price: $199.95
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Stealth Rear Sprocket (Orange)
Stealth sprockets are the perfect compromise between weight and 
durability. Each sprocket has a anodized aluminum center with long 
lasting hardened steel teeth. Both sections are permanently joined 
by high-strength rivets. Stealth sprockets last at least three times 
longer than any other aluminum sprocket while it is half the weight of a 
normal steel sprocket. Available in sizes 38-52.
Code: 58410051004  Price: $62.99

Front Counter Shaft Sprockets
Durable, long lasting KTM Counter Sprockets. Available 
in sizes 12-15.

Code: 5003302901  Price: $22.99

Z-Ring Chain 520 (118 Links) Orange 
by EK Chain
EK Chain’s new Zero Stretch Technology virtually eliminates mea-
surable chain stretch in the first 1000km of use. ZST puts an end to 
the hassle of retensioning the chain after the initial break-in period, 
when most chain stretch occurs. For racers, this can mean going 
several race weekends without a single chain adjustment. Now 
available in KTM Orange or Black.

Code: 5031080011804 Price: $112.99

DID Premium X-Ring Series 525-VM2 120 Link
Replacement chain for KTM 950/990 V-Twins. X-Ring chain has 1.5 to 2 
times greater wear resistance than standard O-Ring chain.Special low-
friction X-type O-Ring is used to increase performance and provide better 
sealing to keep dirt out and lubrication in.  525 VM2 features thicker gold 
side plates for added strength

Code: D18525VM2120  Price: $149.95
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New SXS-KTM/FMF Pipes for 2008
All new 2-stroke pipes for 2008! Designed in Austria by KTM's 
SXS engineers and manufactured by FMF, these are the best 
pipes available for your KTM 2-stroke!  Don’t forget the match-
ing Silencer and a Carbon Fiber Pipe Guard.

Code: SXS08300500  Price: $229.99

KTM/FMF Silencer (Black) S/A
The exclusive black silencers from FMF let you know that this 
product was indeed specially made for your KTM. Features include 
lightweight extruded-aluminum oval canister, perforated core, stain-
less steel entry stinger and Power-Flo end cap. An ideal match to 
complete your KTM/FMF Factory Exhaust System. Also available 
in a spark arrested version. Now in stock for all 2-Stroke models, 
please call or go online for your application.

Code: SXS08300560  Price: Starting at $119.99

FMF Factory 4.1C Carbon Exhaust
Used by KTM Factory Racing, the Factory 4.1 is FMF Racing’s 
premier performance exhaust system. Now available in Slip-
On, PowerBomb or MegaBomb versions for all KTM 4-Stroke 
250/450/505/530.

Code: 18210320  Price: Starting at $579.95
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Exhaust
Order toll free: 1 (866) 663-4817

Akrapovic Evolution Silencers
The Akrapovic system is designed for off-road and enduro 
riders who are looking for the finest available exhaust 
systems and know how to get the most out of increased 
performance on the track. The system comes with the 
hexagonal design muffler, which complements the sleek 
body style of your KTM. Available for all new KTM 4-Stroke 
models including 990 SuperDuke and 690 Supermoto.

Code: SXS08530512 Price: Starting at $594.99



Twin Air Factory Pre-Oiled Air Filter 
Same industry-leading Twin Air Filter you are used to, now pre-oiled for 
your convenience. Filters are pre-oiled with Twin Air BIO Foam Filter Oil 
using our state-of-the-art filter oiling machines to provide the ultimate 
consistency in pore coverage.

125-530 2008
Code: 77306015000A  Price: $19.99

85-525 04-07
Code: 59006015000A Price: $25.99

125-520 98-03
Code: 10110586 Price: $29.95

LC4
Code: 10110588 Price: $29.95

Rekluse Z-Start Pro Automatic Clutch 
The z-Start Pro offers unique benefits as a high-end complement 
to Rekluse's industry-leading z-Start Clutch. The z-Start Pro offers 
features which directly benefit pro-level riders, motocross riders, 
and any motorcycle or ATV rider looking for the highest level of 
clutch performance. Available for all new KTM models.

Code: RMS83  Price: $629.00

Rekluse Z-Start Automatic Clutch KTM 
The Rekluse z-Start Clutch is an automatic clutch that simply re-
places your stock pressure plate. Control the bike by simply turn-
ing the throttle. The z-Start Clutch eliminates stalling, improves 
traction, reduces arm pump, improves starts, increases corner 
speed, and puts more power to the ground in the most demanding 
situations. Whether you're a beginning trail rider or experienced 
off-road competitor, you can benefit from the industry-leading 
z-Start Clutch. Available for all new KTM models.

Code: RMS13 Price: $449.00

JD High Performance Jet Kits
The James Dean custom jetting kit is designed to improve throttle re-
sponse throughout the range by using specially made multi-taper needles. 
These are based on the most popular settings used by new generation 
MX and off-road riders around the globe and the results are impressive. 
Now in stock for all new KTM models.

Code: JDK  Price: Starting at $75.95
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TrailTech Endurance 
Motorcycle Computer
Super wide screen displays all your information at once. 
Right side displays all speed information. Center section 
is for time functions, while the left side is for distance and 
maintenance information.

Code: 85101  Price: $74.95

Trail Tech Vector Computer Kit 
KTM 04-08
All new 5th Generation Trail Tech Computer designed 
specifically for enduro competition. Functions include Speed-
ometer, Temperature, Distance and Clock. Optional Remote 
Switch also available.
Code: 85101  Price: $109.95

Trail Tech Vapor Computer Kit 
KTM 04-08 
Our most popular offroad computer. A combined effort from 
experts in software, electronics, and mechanical design 
– each feature of this 4th generation product is carefully 
crafted and constructed with the offroad enthusiast in mind.
Code: 75101 Price: $99.95
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Computers
Order toll free: 1 (866) 663-4817

Trail Tech Vector Remote Switch
Remote Switch for Vector computer. The remote switch 
is required to access lap timer and rally mode Vector 
extended feature sets. If not in lap timer or rally mode, the 
remote switch buttons function as duplicates of the buttons 
on the main computer.  Remote switch required for lap 
timer mode.
Code: 7010RS Price: $19.95
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Competition 
Supermoto Starter Kit
A new competition supermoto kit now available 
exclusively from ktm-parts.com!  Everything you 
need to transform your KTM into a Supermoto 
Racing machine in one easy kit.  A step above 
the Street Supermoto Starter Kit, this kit contains 
race series components for competition use. 
Includes Front Wheel and SX Style 5”x17” Rear 
Wheel (your color and size choice), Profes-
sional Supermoto Braking Kit, Magura 16mm 
Handbrake Kit, Supermoto Catch Can, and a 
Supermoto Front Fender.

Wheel Color: Black, Silver
Front Size: 26mm 3.5x16, 3.5x17, 20mm 3.5x17
Fender Color: Orange, White, Black

Code: CSMSK Price: $1,749.99

The Original 
Street Supermoto Starter Kit
An all new kit with more items at a lower price!
Everything you need to transform your KTM into a 
Supermoto machine in one easy kit!  Includes: 17” 
Front and Rear Wheel (your color and size choice), 
Drive Damper/Sprocket Carrier, 320mm Front 
Brake Disc, 320mm Disc Caliper Support, Super-
moto Catch Can, and a Supermoto Front Fender. 
Competition Series Kit also available!

Wheel Color: Black, Silver
Front Size: 26mm 3.5x17, 20mm 3.5x17
Rear Size: 4.5x17, 5x17
Fender Color: Orange, White, Black

Code: PSMSK  Price: $1,149.99



KTM Socket Set
With this 1/4” drive tool box small jobs on your KTM can 
be done quickly and efficiently. Whether it’s changing 
the plastic parts or carrying out an oil change on your 
EXC, you’ll find the right tool here. 38-item, orange 
tool box; high-quality chrome-vanadium tools. Ratchet 
(with locking device), clamping bolt, two extensions and 
socket wrench. Nut spinners from 4 to 14; Allen keys 
from 3 to 8; Phillips, slotted, as well as Torx bits.

Code: 00029098000  Price: $54.99

Moose Ultimate Tire Irons
Moose TY-ER Irons can make those difficult tire changes 
just a bit easier.  
* Ergonomic plastic molded handle for increased comfort.
* Spooned end prevents tubes from pinching.
* Zinc coated steel.
* Measures 10-1/2” long.
* Sold in Pairs

Code: M01066  Price: $29.95

KTM Shock Spring Adjuster
Finally! A shock spring tool that allows you to adjust the 
shock spring pre-load without having to remove the shock 
from the bike. Makes track-side adjustments a breeze! 
Simply a must have for every KTM owner!
Code: U6951172 Price: $24.99

Heavy-Duty Chain Breaker
Use this handy tool to remove links from your chain quickly 
and efficiently. Our most popular chain breaker at an incred-
ible price! Fits all size chains 415 through 630.

Code: DS192276 Price: $16.95
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Motorex Super ATF 
Synthetic ATF designed to be used in smaller motorcycle engines with automatic 
clutch gearboxes. Recommended by KTM worldwide for their 50cc automatic 
clutch motors.

Code: 36030001 Price: $12.95

Motorex Top Speed 4T 
Fully synthetic, high-performance engine oil for KTM Motorcycles. Recommended by 
KTM in 2-Stroke Gear Boxes. The innovative MC molecular structure provides unusually 
high performance. The results: minimum evaporation loss (low Noack) and exceptional 
protection agains wear. Soft clutch gripping and a high friction-coefficient are no object 
for Top Speed 4T.
Code: 36010012 Weight: 10W40, 15W50 Price: $12.95

Motorex Cross Power 2T 
Fully synthetic, high-performance engine oil for 2-stroke motorcycles. Cross Power 2T: 
the name says it all. A specially develeped oil for the hard conditions of the motocross 
track. Cross Power 2T goes with the machine through all highs and lows!
Maximum lubrication, “premix or injector”.  Specially made for Enduro and Motocross 
machines. Developed and used by KTM Factory Racing.
Code: 36020003 Price: $16.95

Motorex Power Synt 4T
Fully synthetic, high-performance engine oil for 4-stroke motorcycles. Power Synt 
4T stands for optimum protection against engine wear, biting power deployment and 
extreme temperature and shear stability. Recommended for use in all KTM 4-Stroke 
models. (690 Engines use Cross Power 4T 10W60) 
Code: 36010006  Weight:  5W40, 10W50, 10W60  Price: $15.95
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Motorex Twin Air Bio Filter Oil/Cleaner 
Motorex Oil of Switzerland is now the official manufacturer of 
Twin Air Filter Oil and Twin Air Filter Cleaner world wide! Both the 
Foam Oil Filter Cleaner and Foam Filter Oil are biodegradable 
which means they are environmental friendly yet still provide the 
cleaning power and oil protection necessary to meet Twin Air’s high 
performance standards.
Oil Code: 159017 Price: $16.95    
Cleaner Code: 159004    Price: $12.95

Motorex KTM Hydraulic Clutch Fluid
Motorex Hydraulic Mineral Oil recommended for all KTM Magura Hydraulic Clutches. 
Excellent age resistance. Ideal viscosity at both high and low temperatures. High seal 
compatibility. 100ml Bottle. 

Code: 36060002 Price: $9.95

Motorex Racing Chain Lube with Teflon®
Revolutionary new fully synthetic formula protects against chain and sprocket wear. 
Clearer and strengthened with Teflon R, a special chain lubricant with extreme 
adherence properties, especially on X-ring and O-ring motorcycle chains. Provides 
optimum chain life. Extremely resistant to fling-off and is waterproof and stable in 
high temperatures. 500 mL spray can.
Code: 36050002 Price: $14.95

Motorex DOT 5.1 Brake Fluid
High performance brake fluid with high boiling point. 
Prevents vapor formation. Provides optimum braking and 
ultrafine sensitivity.  Compatible with any DOT 3 or DOT 4 
brake fluids

Code: 37030007 Price: $7.95
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5040 W. Washington St.,
Cross Lanes, WV. 25313
USA

Toll Free:  1 (866)663-4817
Local:  1 (304) 932-0437
Fax:  1 (866) 849-2701

Appalachian Offroad MC

Check us out on the web >  www.ktm-parts.com


